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IAND USE AND URBAN TRANSPORTATION: THEIR RECIPROCAL EFFECTS
Nathan L. Jaschik
Submitted to the Department of City Planning on July 26,
1963, in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the degree
of Master of City Planning.
The purpose of this thesis is to examine in some deteil
the nature of the relationship of land use to traffic and
transportation. In particular, the Detroit and Chicago
studies are focused on as being those studies that devote a
great deal of space to stating the case for land use as a
basic parameter in traffic prediction. An investigation into
the exact manner in which land use data was utilized by these
studies suggested that perhaps land use was an inadequate
parameter upon which to base transportation design. The
suggestion was put forth that perhaps intensity of use, and
not kind of use, might be a better parameter for traffic
generation. Preliminary calculations were performed using
Chicago data which indicated that the idea had possibilities,
so a simulation experiment was designed for the purpose of
investigating the nature of the influence intensity of use may
have over urban travel. These studies were also encouraging,
and helped in pointing out the direction further research of
this type might take.
Land use and traffic are generally considered to have a
two-way relationship in which each affects the other. The
thesis therefore examined the question of feedback of transpor-
tation changes into land use patterns. Twelve American cities
were examined to see if any differences in their growth rates
on a rather large scale could be attributed to transportation
network differences among the cities. The investigation showed
little differentiation between city development patterns which
led to the conclusion that there may very well be an upper
limit to the areal effects a transportation input can bring about.
Finally, the general framework upon which present urban
transportation studies are built was reexamined, and research
areas basic to the theory of urban traffic were suggested.
Thesis Supervisor: Aaron Fleisher
Associate Professor of Urban and Regional
Studies
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ChaDter I: Introduction and Land Use Treatment in
Contemporary Urban Transportation Studies
For one reason or another, automobile ownership rates
have shown a steady increase since the years of World War II.1
Present relationships between trip-making and automobile
ownership 2 imply that this increase is felt in even greater
increases in trip production. Personal driving experience in
a major metropolitan area after a five-year absence tends to
confirm the feeling that while cities may or may not be
itstrangling" to death, traffic is reaching proportions where
the average citizen is increasingly conscious of the time
and effort spent in daily travel. That there is currently be-
ing debated in the United States Congress a measure whose
subject matter is urban transportation is an even further
indication that these trends are evident enough to make them-
selves felt in the body politic. How then, are we to meet
this increasing demand on our resources?
Traditionally, the job of providing for the efficient
movement of people and vehicles in our urban areas has been
the task of the traffic engineer. The field itself has
developed as such only over the past 25 years3 and apparently
as a direct response to the demand for such a profession.
Yet up to the middle 1950's, the tools of the field were
quite narrow in scope and the entire subject matter grouped
about "debugging" procedures. A standard text in the field
of highway engineering4 devotes but one chapter to the entire
6subject. The chapter material focuses on the topics of
traffic control devices5 designation of arterial routes and
one-way streets 6 , highway illumination7 , accident reports and
statistics8 and parking.9 What may properly be referred to
as the standard text ir traffic engineering10 covers much
the same material, but in greater depth. The topic "Traffic
and Planning" finds itself covered in one 7-page chapter1l
in a 640-page volume. Yet at this time, the whole field was
on the threshold of a rapid broadening of scope.
Starting at the end of World War IIl2, the origin and
destination (Oi-D) study was beginning to evolve as a planning
tool. Such a technique for the first time looked beyond the
activity along a particular street or intersection, and
attempted to describe travel patterns on the metropolitan
scale. The end product of such a survey was a "desire line"
map which traced out the trips in straight lines (the desire
line) from origins to destinations. Such desire maps soon
became a basis upon which to plan the metropolitan transporta-
tion system. Unfortunately for planning purposes, such maps
had a very basic shortcoming. They could only be drawn for
the then present conditions and the chances were that future
traffic may have required an altogether different network
than one based on contemporary patterns. In 1954, a book
was published which seemed to point the way to getting a
reasonable estimate of future desire patterns.
7Mitchell and Rapkin, in their book "Urban Traffic: A
Function of Land use" 1 3 attempted to establish an analytical
framework for studying the relationships between land use
and traffic generation. They admit to their book being
little more than a first probe into the research possibilities
of the subject and hoped that others would take up their
challenge. One can only speculate as to whether or not they
realized what was soon to follow. The great bulk of the
transportation studies undertaken in major American cities
today at the very least feel obligated to acknowledge the
power of land use to dictate travel patterns1 4,15,16,17,18
Cne of the earliest studies to state that its work was
based on this premise was the Detroit Metropolitan Area Traffic
Study.19  In Chapter V of Volume I, "The Sources and Linkages
of Travel", 20 relationships between population, land use,
trip production, and trip patterns are analyzed in some detail
in order to derive the predictive relationships to be used
later in the study. The trip estimating process can be out-
lined in the following manner*
(1) Trip generation rates per dwelling unit are found
for dwelling units at different distances from the
Central Business District (CBD) and with varying car
ownership rates. These generation factors may then be
applied to the future population.(dwelling unit)
distribution and a control total of trips in the city
8may be found.
(2) The volume of trips by purpose going to each
analysis block is known as well as the land use distri-
bution in the block. Using the purpose-split data to
distribute the trips among the various land uses in the
block, generation rates by land use acreage are computed
and applied to the future land use distribution to
obtain future trip ends. These are balanced city-wide
against the control totals.
(3) A trip interchange vs. distance relationship is
found for the city. This is not accurate enough, so
seven such relationships are derived; each as a function
of the ring (distance from the CBD) in which the origin
block lies. The argument is made that the seven relation-
ships compensate for errors due to using a single function
for all land uses and purposes.21  If f(D) is this
distance relationship and T and TD are the 1980 trip
ends (derived in (2) above) in the origin and destination
blocks respectively, then the 1980 trip volume from
o to D = Tc x TD x f(D). An iterative process then
takes place to insure that origins and destinations are
in balance.
(4) Different transportation plans are then developed
and the projected trips assigned to the alternative
networks so that a decision may be reached as to which
9design best handles the projected traffic.
A first reading of this chapter leaves one with the
feeling that land use and trip purpose are undoubtedly
the most important determinants of trip generation. Wit-
ness, for example, the following statements:
"Next the relationship between trip generation and
land use is explored. Using trip purpose as the key
for determining how many trips go to each land use
type, trip volumes are deduced for each major category
of land activity at given distance ranges from the
city center." 2 2 "The data in this table give strong
support to the expectation that land use and trip
purpbses are intimately related." 2 3 "In the following
sections the relationships between particular land
uses and trip purposes are outlined. Then this in-
formation is used to assign trip volumes to specific
land uses."2 4
Then follows a rather detailed study relating trip
purposes to land use which establishes that "Home trips
comprise 75% of all trips to residential land, work trips
comprise 90% of all trips to industrial land, social-
recreation trips about 85% of trips to public open space, and
school trips 60% to 70% of trips to school land." 2 5 Commercial
land was more difficult to make such general statements for
with work trips dominating in the CBD (52%) and shopping
trips in the outlying centers (481). To account for this, it
was suggested that commercial areas be classified by such
types as CBD, inner center, outlying center, commercial block,
etc. 2 6
Such activity suggests that these particular studies are
10
vitally important to the prediction of urban traffic.
However, when one examines the way in which these results
are used, it becomes aoparent that these studies were
undertaken for a problem unique to this particular study;
namely that these trip ends were given by zone only with no
indication of land use at the specific destination. Since
the land use acreage in the zone was known, the total trip
ends in the zones could be allocated to the different uses
for the purposes of computing generation rates by use, as
trips / acre, if a rational technique for assigning these
trip ends could be found. The trip ends in the zone were
stratified by purpose, so this was used as the means of
allocating these trips to the land uses: shopping trips were
assigned to commercial land in the zone, home trips to the
residential land, school trips to the schools, etc.2 7  Once
this allocation was performed and the generation rates com-
puted, trip purpose was never heard of again and all succeeding
work based solely on land use and distance function. The
generation figures thus arrived at are shown below in Table 1.
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Ring Description
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Table 128
Trips/Acre For:
Res. Comm. Ind.
Core of CBD(733)*
Rest of CBD 186
to 3 mi. 65
3-6 mi. 56
6-9 mi. 42
9-12 mi. 20
12 plus 14
*Very small
1797
207
194
218
280
325
182
(153)*
209
92
48
38
36
8
Public Public Total in use
Open Bldgs. (exc. sts.
Space and alleys)
945 1522
29 362 222
10 89 74
3 26 58
8 46 50
3 33 32
2 17 15
sample makes figure suspect.
It is apparent that generation rates are dependent on
distance from the CBD as well as land use. In fact, the data
were plotted in three dimensions (Figure 1) to see the
relative effects of these two parameters and it appears that
distance from the CBD causes as much variation within a land
use as land use causes at a given distance from the CBD.
Ring 0, the CBD itself, was omitted from this plot because
it so dominates the picture; and public open space was also
omitted because of its much more specialized activity.
This distance relationship is exnlained away in the
study-by attributing the generation rate decline to a decline
Generated
Trips per
Acre
Commercial
Public Bldgs.
1 2 3 4 5 6
Distance Ring From the CBD
Figure 1
12
150
100
50
0
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in density of activity. "This decrease in the case of the
four non-commercial uses is readily explained by the fact
that more generous use of land is possible in the outer
areas. "29 This reasoning is hinted at even earlier, where
it is said that, "Although acres of land use have been
selected as the working measure of land use, it is clear
that the intensity at which the land is used is an important
factor affecting trip volumes. Intensity values of land use
are omitted when acres are the basic measuring unit."30
Unfortunately, this argument is never really followed through.
All that is offered is the vague statement that "more
generous use of land is possible in the outer areas." It
might just be possible that the most important factor is
being overlooked here; that the one parameter that explains
most of the variability in generation rates is not land use,
not distance from the CBD, but is just plain intensity of
use measured in terms that are independent of use. An obvious
example is floor area ratio. This is after all what the
authors of the study appear to be looking for when they
stratify by distance ring. They even say as much when they
explain variation by distance ring as the result of lower
densities. Why then, do they not pursue the principal
parameter instead of basing their work on some combination
of dependent variables?
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To test this hypothesis, some very gross calculations
were done to see if intensity of use, regardless of use,
correlated with generation rate. The Chicago Study has data
on floor area and acreage taken up by different land uses
and by distance ring. 31 In Chapter V on trip generation,
generation rates were also worked out by ring and land use.
For each ring and land use type considered, the ratio of the
floor area, which was given in millions of square feet, to
the acreage in that land use category in the ring was com-
puted and multiolied by 100 so that the numbers would fall
in a range from about 0.1 - 50. While these numbers are not
the floor area ratio (FAR) by definition of FAR, they are
directly related to it by a factor of 10,000/43,56032=0.229.
These "FAR's" are reproduced in Table 2. In addition, the
generation rates for the four different land use categories
in each distance ring are shown in Table 3.
To get a sense of how these two statistics may be
correlated without going into detailed statistical analysis,
the land use categories in each distance ring were ranked
from 1-4 on the basis of both "FAR" and generation rate.
The rankings were then compared in Table 4.
If we assume that each pair of numbers is a random pair
of digits from one to four, the probability of selecting
any particular pair is 1/16 since there are 16 possible
ordered pairs. If we take the absolute value of the difference
15
Table 2
Floor Area Ratios of Various Uses*
Commercial
46.3
7.9
3.5
4.6
2.4
1.1
0.47
0.30
Industrial
46.9
10.6
4.8
3.8
2.3
0.6
0.43
0.25
Public Bldgs.
33.5
8.1
4.4
3.3
2.07
0.9
0.36
0.12
Residential
59.6
7.2
4.5
3.6
2.08
0.8
0.29
0.08
Table 3
Generation Rates in Trips / Acre*
2132,2
188.7
122.1
143.3
212.4
178.7
132.5
131.9
3544.7
243.2
80.0
86.9
50.9
26.8
15.7
18.2
2013.8
255.5
123.5
100.7
77.7
58.1
46.6
14.4
2228.5
224.2
127.3
106.2
68.3
43.0
31.2
21.1
Table 4
Comparative Rank by Distance Ring in Tables Two and
2 -3
3 -3
3 -4
4 -3
. - 1
1 -1
Rank in
2 - 3
Table:
2 -1
1 -2
1 -4
2 -4
2 -4
4 -4
2 -4
2 -3
2 -3
4 -4
2 -1
3.- 2
4 -3
4 -2
2 -2
3 -2
3 -4
Three
2 -3
1 -2
4 -3
2 -1
3 -2
3 -3
3.- 3
4 -3
4 -2
* From Tables 20 and 21 in volume 1 of the Chicago Study, pp.
** From Tables 9 and 10 in volume 1 of the Chicago Study, pp. 60, 64.
Ring
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
109-10.
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between the numbers in each possible pair, we find that 4
pairs have a difference of 0 (i.e. are "doubles"), 6 have
a difference of 1, 4 of 2 and 2 of 3. If our 32 pairs
followed this distribution, the number of pairs with
differences of 0,1,2, and 3 will be 8,12,8, and 4 respectively.
In our test, the 32 pairs have a distribution of 11,15,5, and
1. The direction of this deviation from the normal, namely
higher than average pairs having smaller differences between
them, lends some credence to the hypothesis that the "FAR"
and traffic generation are related across different land
uses.
A plot was also made of the data graphing "FAR" vs.
generation rate. (See Figure 2) This lends further support
to the hypothesis and shows that with the exception of
commercial land in the outlying rings, the difference be-
tween land uses as such is lost in the relationship with "FAR".
This group of commercial land with higher than average
generation rates for the indicated "FAR" may even call for
the questioning of the use of "FAR" as an intensity measure,
or cause one to worder how "floor area" was computed in
these shopping centers. For example,.how were the acres of
parking treated in measuring commercial "floor area"?
Certainly, what has been said up to row is far from
conclusive proof that we can ignore land use; but the point
has been made that intensity, of and by itself, is a significant
225 r-
200
175
150
125
Generated
Trips / Acre
100
75
50
25
0
0
x
0
17
0 /
0
0
X
,.0
x
0
* Commercial
X Residential
D Public Bldgs.
o Industrial
0
-
Figure 2: Generation Rate vs.
Intensity Measure for
Different Land Uses
2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0
"Floor Area Ratio"
I II II
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explainer of variation in traffic generation. Furthermore,
it appears reasonable to assert that intensity is at least
as important a parameter in explaining differences in genera-
tion rates as is land use and perhaps even more so.
In summary then, the Detroit Study set out to design
a transportation system based on future desire patterns
that were projected on the basis of land use and distance
relationships. The question is raised however, as to
whether or not all the talk about land use is reflected in
the techniques actually used. It is just possible that the
method of using a distance-density correction in developing
generated trip ends may have subsumed land use completely
out of the process by, in effect, multiplying and dividing by
the same parameter. Comparing the distance distribution of
vehicle trips and vehicle miles for 1953 and the projected
1980 volumes, shows a marked similarity which is almost
disturbing. (See Figure 3) If land use is such a shaper
of travel patterns, where are the 1953-1980 changes in the
city? There is not even an indication of urban sprawl,
which in a city of Detroit's size with virtually no mass
transit can only be termed remarkable. Such a graph in-
dicates that the relative spatial separation of people and
their activities is ccmpletely unchanged. Since no variation
in trip purposes from 1953-1980 was assumed, meaning that
work trips, etc. are assumed to be taken in the same ratio in
19
45
40
1953
35 - --
1980
30
25
Percent
of Trips
& Veh-mi.
20
Figure 3: Trip Length
Frequency Distribution
by Trip Volume &
Vehi cle-mi les
15-
10 Vehicle-miles
5
Trips
0 1 |
0 5 10 15 20 25
Trip Length - miles
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1980 as in 1953, then the average length of work trips, of
shopping trips, of social trips, etc. is the same in the
two years. Either the jobs, stores, and parks moved with
the population so that X% of the population is still within
Y miles of Z% of the activities in question; or the dif-
ferently spaced land uses generate trips at different rates.
The former cannot be disproven without making lengthy
calculations, but seems highly implausible; the latter is
inconsistent with the stated theory of traffic generation
and land use. At this point, enough has been said.
It is worthwhile now, to follow the Study Director, J.
Douglas Carroll, Jr., to Chicago where he performed in
essentially the same capacity to see what was added to the
techniques of transportation study and what was discarded
from Detroit's experience. Two important differences be-
tween the two studies should be brought out, which in these
respects made the Detroit Study a simpler operation. First,
Detroit's study had next to nothing to do with mass transit,
except to mention that it was a form of transportation.
An idea of the way it was looked at comes in the conclusion
that "Since there will continue to be these persons who must
use the public system to travel, there is an obvious limit
to the extent to which present transit riders represent a
potential for increasing the number of autos on the roads."33
In Chicago, on the other hand, transit was an integral part
21
of the study and the sticky problem of modal split had to
be attacked. Secondly, in Detroit, the 1980 distributions
of population and land use were conveniently provided by
the planning commission. A good deal of Chicago's work
necessarily dealt with techniques for projecting land use
to the target year.
One of the major comparable differences between the
studies lies in the techniques used to derive interzonal
transfers. While Detroit used one of seven different
distance relationships, depending on the distance ring in
which the origin was located, as the basis for trip distri-
bution, Chicago developed a probability formula 3 4 which is
little more than a variation on Stouffer's intervening
opportunties theory.35
The first item Chicago picks up with respect to land
use that was only hinted at in Detroit is the question of
intensity of land use.3 6 Population and employment densities
and floor area measurements are offered as possible tech-
niques for measuring this index, with the bulk of the
discussion in Chapter III devoted to depicting scale models
of Chicago based on these and commenting on how well the
well-known high density areas stand out.
After inventorying travel and stratifying by purpose,
mode, lan+ se and time of day, trip generation rates for the
survey year are computed. The same comments that appeared
22
in the Detroit study are liberally sprinkled here, also:
" . .the key to the explanation and understanding of
travel lies in the rewarding activities which generate
travel. Land use is a convenient way to classify and
study these trip generating activities ..... Clearly,
the average trip generation rates for the Study Area must
be refined if there is to be an understanding upon which
projections for small areas can be based."3 7 "Forecasts
of the trip generation of small areas depend upon relating
trip making to the density, as well as the kind and amount
of land use, in each area."3 8 "The dominant characteristic
of trip generation rates, both for residential and non-
residential land, is the decline in rates from the peaks
at the Central Business District."39 Thus, we move on to
the application of these rates to the future land use
distribution.
A first estimate of future trip ends by category was
made by applying these rates to future land use areas.40
This resulted in too low a total figure and an unreasonable
percentage of trips designated for residential land; so
a control total was developed based solely on residential
characteristics and the population distribution. One
can hardly say that this speaks well for the stability of
trip generation rates.
Given a distribution of how trip ends are split up
23
among land uses for different household generation rates,
and an expected trip-making volume for the different house-
holds;,the t6tal.1980.trips were distributed among the six
niajor land use categories used.42 Having these totals by
land use, trip end allocations were made to each zone using
techniques that ranged from calling in purpose-split
information for manufacturing use 4 3 to specific allocation
to designated shopping centers. The 1980 generation rates
are then computed by dividing assigned trips to a land use
in each zone by the acreage in that use. 45 One wonders
though, what such a figure is computed for since it is
found essentially after the fact. The procedure was in
effect to split up a control total among land uses on the
basis of purpose-splits of households and then allocate
the trip ends for a particular land use to the available
land in that use. Then they stepped back and computed the
trip generation rates that should have been apolied to land
use to derive the proper number of trips that have been
assigned to each use. At any rate, the terminology is
consistent.
The last item of interest in Chicago is its technique
for making interzonal transfers. The final equation used
may appear awesome 4 6 ; but the theory behind it is quite
straightforward. Basically, a person travels to satisfy a
purpose; yet he wants his trip to be as inexpensive (short)
24
as possible. Therefore, he moves successively outward
until he reaches a destination that satisfies his purpose.
The probability that he visits any single zone of destina-
tion then, is merely (a) the probability that his purpose
can be fulfilled at the destination in question, times
(b) the probability that he gets there which is simply the
probability that he can't satisfy his purpose at a nearer
destination. The more selective the purpose, the lesser
the probability that any one destination selected at random
can fulfill it and the longer the average trip length
associated with it.
While such a purpose stratification may appear quite
sophisticated in theory, what evolves in practice is some-
what different. 4 7  Rather than run n different purposes
with n different probability values, each origin zone is
assumed to have a mix of only two purposes; one associated
with short trips, the other with long ones. Furthermore,
the longer trips would be constrained by requiring that
residential origins could go only to non-residential des-
48
tinations and vice verse. The mix of these purposes as
well as the two probability values associated with them
were derived empirically for each origin zone based on the
1956 survey data. The basis for deriving the short trip
factor was to "satisfy approximately the typical proportion
of intra-zonal journeys -,"49 while the value for the
25
longer trips was adjusted "so as to yield the appropriate
50
total vehicle-miles of travel in the network".
At this point then, let us ask, "Where is land use
being used and where is the use of trip purpose data?"
The answer is that neither of these two statistics is in
the distributional formula, except in interpretation.
Looking back at the basis for adjusting the "purpose
probability parameter", namely to result in the correct
proportion of intra-zonal trips and to derive the proper
total vehicle mileage affirms this. This is not a
criticism, however. If the Chicago people have found that
an adequate description of interzonal travel can be derived
using distance distribution statistics only, I congratulate
them for having extracted the key parameter from among the
many available. If the theory was developed and the results
interpreted as the interactance of a mixture of two different
purpose-related characteristics; there is still no cause for
criticism; only the caveat not to confuse interpretation
with procedure.
Let us then review quickly, Chicago's basic procedures
with respect to land use as it affects travel patterns. In
the gathering of base data on trip making in the home
interviews, trip origins and destinations were both tagged
with the land use. This enabled generation rates (trips/acre)
to be computed; but as in Detroit, these needed to be
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stratified by distance from the CBD.51 Applying these
rates to projected 1980 land use yielded results that were
deemed unsatisfactory, so control totals for each category
of land use were computed from residential characteristics
only, namely car ownership, residential location, and ourpose
split in the household. These control totals were then
allocated among the land uses, and the equivalent generation
rates for 1980 were computed. A distributional formula
was derived and trips distributed by a process which operates
on the total available unstratified destinations from a zone,
distributing by means of a distance function. Kind of land
use, as opposed to intensity of use, makes its debut at
this point, where the restriction is made that trip ends of
long trips must have one each of residential and non-
residential land. It is impossible to make an intelligent
comment about this, as no supporting data was offered to
show that this resulted in better trip distributions than
if no such restriction was set. One can only point out
that in Detroit and, in the short trips in Chicago, once
trip ends had been established on the basis of land use, and
the question is again raised as to the importance of kind
of use, such differentiation was dropped and the distribu-
tional procedure carried out with respect only to total
available trip ends and distance. So again, we can only
wonder whether all the talk about land use is reflected in
27
procedure; and in passing, raise the question of how necessary
such stratification was in the one place where it was
apparently unequivocally used.
The influence of the Detroit-Chicago approach can be
found elsewhere today. Louis Keefer, the traffic engineer
in the Chicago Study, went on to Pittsburgh where the
Pittsburgh Area Transportation Study was undertaken, with
Carroll serving as a consultant to it. Roger Creighton,
who was the assistant director in Chicago, now heads the
Niagara Frontier (Buffalo) Transportation Study, the first
of an envisioned series of studies encompassing the major
urban areas of Upstate New York. Carroll himself, has gone
on to the Tri-State (New York City) Transportation Study.
The latter two studies are just underway, while the Pittsburgh
Study has published its two volumes 5 2 , a reading of which
reveals no new concepts or techniques with respect to the
topic under discussion, namely the exact role of land use in
the transportation study.
In the Chicago Study, a land use projection was made,
upon which the future trip ends were based.5 3 The procedure
can be described in a simplified fashion as one in which
the distributior of 1-developed land as a function of
distance from the CBD was found and projected into the
future. Vacant land at the various distances was developed
accordingly with land uses allocated on the basis of zoning
28
and corrected after comparison with control totals. Such
a procedure has not met with unanimous approval, and other
transportation studies have been designed whose concern with
the effect of transportation plans on land use development
is on a level with the concern of traffic generation from
land use. The foremost study today to espouse this "feed-
back" principle is the Penn-Jersey (PJ) Transportation
Study. 54 Another important characteristic of Penn-Jersey
is its aparent willingness to impose a greater variety
of alternative development schemes upon the area rather
than rely on internal mechanistic projection.55 To be sure,
Penn-Jersey utilizes a regional develcoment model; but the
model operates from quite different starting points; "The
first step in this process will develop schematically a
reasonable number of alternative types of transportation
systems, emphasizing different modes of travel, different
locational patterns, or different construction priorities ...
The next step will be to utilize the regional growth model
to produce the generalized alternative patterns of regional
development which are imolied by the alternative transportation
system developed above. "56
With respect to translating land use data into trip
ends and distributing trips in the area for the purpose of
testing various transportation designs, the Penn-Jersey
Study hints at following the same paths as previously
29
outlined for Chicago and Detroit.57 The vital difference
then is in the feedback of transportation design decision
to the land use base.
This thesis shall now address itself to two questions.
The first asks whether or not it is intensity of use rather
than kind of use that shapes travel patterns in urban areas.
To attempt to answer this question, an experiment was
designed which distributed trips in a hypothetical city
under varying constraints on the trip destinations. By
altering the percentage of trips that go to specific des-
tinations, it can be seen how great a shaper of the trans-
portation patterns intense users of land are, in spite of
their size with respect to the total volume of trips being
produced.
The second question relates to feedback. How
important are highway patterns in shaping development
patterns in a metropolis? This Question is discussed in
Chapter III, where a study is made of 12 American cities in
order to see if different transportation patterns are
reflected in different development patterns.
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Chapter II: An Investigation Into the Properties of
Intensity of Land Use and Travel Patterns
A. The Experiment and its Results:
In the previous chapter, we saw that the traditional
unit of trip generation was trips per acre of a specified
land use. We saw further, how this concept was altered
through the addition of density and distance from the CBD
relationships, enough so as to raise questions as to the
advisability of using land use as a parameter at all. The
suggestion was made that perheps a measure of intensity of
use, such as floor area ratio, might be a more useful
statistic to measure for the purpose of developing "desire
line" maps. The question to be answered in this chapter then,
is to what degree intensity of use shapes travel patterns.
An experiment was designed for the purpose of doing
this on a high speed coputer, a form of experimentation
known as simulation. In a simulation experiment, the object
is not to reproduce the entire workings of the real world.
Rather, we try to extract from the real world only those
relationships we feel are relevant to our experiment.
Our concern is not nearly so great with respect to how
completely we have described the real world, as it is with
respect to creating a system that will react to the forces
that we care to impose on it in a manner that accurately
simulates the way the real world reacts to these forces.
As long as the rules that we establish for our own world are
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valid in the context in which we operate on our world,
all is well and good regardless of whether these rules are
universally applicable in the real world or not.
Such a procedure may even have advantages over the
real world. Once we have established the rules by which
our system operates, we may then impose upon our simulated
world extreme conditions which are imrossible or illogical
in the real world. For example, we might ask what the
travel patterns would be if employment and population were
uniformly distributed over the entire urban area, or if all
employment were concentrated in one building in the center
of the city. While the real world falls somewhere in be-
tween, we have thus beer able to define our limits. Let us
now consider our particular experiment.
The first item to describe Is our city. It is square,
20 miles on a side enclosing an area of 400 square miles.
(See Figure 4) There are 256 blocks in the city, ranging
from 1/4 -square mile blocks at the center, through 1-mile
square blocks in the inner ring to 4-square mile blocks in
our "urban fringe". Location of all activities in the
blocks is specified by the x-y coordinatU of the center of
each block. The entire city is overlaid with a 40 x 40
--mile gUg9 for this purpose. Into this skeleton, we had
to then inject our activities.
Two basic considerations were decided upon to govern
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this. In order to avoid the possibility of having results
that may be freaks of symmetry, symmetry in the distribution
of activities was to be avoided. Secondly, while a population
distribution was described by assigning a resident population
to each of the 256 blocks, the non-residential activities
would be concentrated in only about 50 of these. These
represented our intensive activities. The Chicago Study
has a wealth of readily available data relating to activity
densities by location in the city.1
For the sake of convenience in describing our city,
these data were used to distribute the activities among our
blocks. Chicago was divided into seven concentric rings
about the CBD and our hypothetical city was divided accord-
ingly. The rings were further divided up into seven radial
sectors, again being patterned after Chicago. These seven
rings at seven sectors each divided up our city into 49
different zones, each of which contained two or more of the
256 blocks. (See Figure 4) Adding in the CBD brings the
zone total to 50. With each zone in Chicago there was an
associated density of the various activities. For our study,
we restricted our activities to residential, commercial and
industrial. Although we call these activities by land use
names, we need not do so. We are actually distributing
intensities of use; but since the Chicago data are classified
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by traditional use categories and using the familiar
names and trip purposes makes the description somewhat
easier, the practice is used here.
By assigning to each sector in our city a sector in
Chicago, we could associate a unique zone in Chicago with
each of our 50 zones. Therefore, for each of our zones, the
population density in its associated Chicago zone was applied
directly to it. (See Figure 5) In this same manner, a
figure for commercial and industrial destinations were
assigned to each zone; but instead of being uniformly
spread among all the blocks in the zone as was population,
one block selected at random received all of that zone's
commercial and industrial destinations. (See Figures 6
and 7) Thus, we have described our city by identifying
some 256 blocks and assigning a population figure to each
one. To some 50 of these blocks, industrial and commercial
activity was also assigned. Finally, we had to establish the
rules for travel in our city and we were then able to carry
on our experiment.
Obviously, many parameters may be utilized to describe
the way people decide to travel. These may relate to the
people themselves, such as age, occupation, and income; or
they may relate to the physical characteristics of the city,
such as land use, distance, and available modes of travel.
In our experiment as in any simulation experiment, the aim
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is not to arrive at the complete description; but to describe,
as simply and efficiently as possible, a set of rules which
will enable our population to go about their business much
as real world people would. Certainly, socio-economic
characteristics of the population play a role in determining
people's travel desires; but such factors are not really
relevant to our experiment. Even if we cared to describe
such a stratified population we would want to hold these
characteristics constant throughout the course of the in-
vestigation. This being the case, why introduce such
parameters at this point; let us simply assume a uniform
class of people who all follow our established rules for
travel.
We then distributed trips by each of three purposes:
work, shopping, and social-recreation. Work trips were
allowed to go only where there -$ee employment (industrial)
destination4 while social trips had their destinations
unspecified and could find one in any of the 256 blocks.
Shopping trips were split up so that 80% of the shopping
trips were unspecified and representative of "local"
shopping (commercial) destinations. As a comparison,
Chicago split these trips 70-30.2 In the running of the
experiment, we altered purpose splits from totally work
(all destinations specified) to 30" work (68% of the
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destinations unspecified). In this way, the travel in
the city was diverted from intensive zones to uniformly
distributed destinations thereby decreasing the proportion
of travel destined for high intensity areas. If these
areas still dominated the travel pattern, even at low
attraction rates, then it can be said that intensity of
activity is the dominant factor shaping travel. More about
this will follow the presentation of the results.
The rule for travel then, was formulated for each of
these three purposes. The final rule is based on only two
considerations. First of all, the traveler must be able to
satisfy his purpose at the destination; and secondly, when
there are many destinations to choosefrom, he is governed
by the distance he must travel to get to his destination.
Again, Chicago already has distance relationships for our
three purposes and these were used.3
The data we used consist of distributions of trip
lengths for each purpose. In other words, it tells what
percent of the shopping trips are of a certain length, what
percent are shorter and what percent are longer. With
respect to most trip purposes, people's choices of destina-
tions are relatively free and it would not be stretching
the truth too much if we reinterpreted these distriLutions
as being an indication for each distance of the relative
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preference that a trip length be of that particular distance
for that particular purpose. If 20% of the people have
shopping trips of one mile and 10% of two miles, we inter-
pret this as saying that the average person when going
shopping thinks that traveling one mile is about twice as
preferable as traveling two miles.
Expressed in this manner, we may refer to this dis-
tribution as a "decision function" in that it is a representa-
tion of one of the criteria by which a person decides where
to travel. Finally, we put all this together in a manner
that hopefully, caused our world to react in much the same
way the real world might were we to have conducted our
experiment on it. This was done with a distributional
program worked out by Professor Aaron Fleisher with the
assistance of Mrs. Thomas Marill and Mr. Alan Hershdorfer.
A brief description of the program follows.
By a distributional program, is meant a rational
technique to be performed on a high-speed computer by which
trips are distributed in our city from the various origins
to the various destinations. If we think of all our trips
as starting at the home, our origins will coincide with the
distribution of the population. We have distributed some
20,000 persons in our city which represents a little better
than a 1% sample of a total population between 1.5 and 2 million.
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This figure is taken from the Pittsburgh Study with an
area of 420 square miles and a 1960 population of 1,500,000.
In describing our city, exactly 20,000 destinations were
prescribed for each of the specified rurposes, so that
for every origin, there will be exactly one destination for
each of these purposes. To see how the program works, let
us go through the assignment of one work trip to a destina-
tion.
The program selects a block at random and asks if
there are any origins in the block. If not, it selects
another block until it has a block with origins in it. While
all blocks have at least one origin in them at the start,
these are removed from consideration as they are assigned
destinations, so the above first step is not as trivial as
it may look at first.
Having located an origin that needs a destination, the
program then goes in order through all 256 blocks asking
if there are any available destinations there. It then
proceeds to make an ordered list of all the blocks in which
a destination exists. This is done in the following manner.
The decision function for work trips is a list that
gives a relative weight to each value of distance from
origin to destination. If the maximum dtstance you could
travel in our city were four blocks, there would be a value
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given for each of the five possible values of distance from
0-4. If the distance "2" had a value of 3 and the distance
"4" had a value of 1, then this means a distance of two is
preferred three times as much as a distance of four. In our
city, which is laid out in a 40 x 40 coordinate system, the
maximum distance one can travel is 50 of these half-mile
units. Therefore, our decision function gives a relative
weight, ranging from values of 0-6, to each of the 51
possible distances between origin and destination blocks.
Now then, in making our ordered list we have n
possible positions in our list. The first block with
destinations in it is assigned the first position in the
list if its relative weight is greater than zero. Further-
more, if it has a relative weight greater than one, it is
assigned the next places in the list also until it has
occupied as many positions in the list as its relative
weight. The next block is then assigned the next position(s)
in the list, etc. Finally we will have a list of n
positions, and a number from 1-n is then selected at random.
The trip is then assigned to the destination occupying
that particular position in the list. This procedure is
repeated until all 20,000 possible trips in the city have
been considered.
It is worth noting the competitive process that is taking
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place here. A trip may only go where there is an available
destination and once a particular trip has been sent to a
particular destination, that destination is removed from
further consideration by depleting the destination block's
total available destinations by one. Since such destinations
are available on a first-come first-served basis, to consider
origins in any ordered manner will tend to favor a particular
area at the expense of the later-considered blocks. This is
avoided in two ways. First of all, origin blocks are
selected in a quasi-random manner in that the order of
origin blocks is a "leap-frog" pattern all over the city.
Furthermore, only a few trips are distributed from each
block at a time so that all blocks get at least their first
few batches of trips distributed under essentially unconstrained
conditions, the competition becoming intense only in the later
passes.
In the process just described, the trip was pictured
as traveling from home to work which may be interpreted as
a process where work olaces are selected given a distribution
of living places. In the real world, the opposite procedure
generally takes place. A man's job is selected first, and
if he is not pleased with his travel distance, he looks for
a new home at his preferred distance. Fortunately, the
__ domm"MOMIN --- ade-Oft"On-
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comouter is indifferent to such a distinction and the
same results occur whether our wanderer goes from home to
work or work to home. In fact, in the actual operation of
the program, the work places are indeed selected as the
origins; but this is based on programming considerations
and not concentual clarity. This takes care of specified
trips; but we are still faced with the problem of distributing
trips to unspecified destinations. In running the program
for the distribution of specified trips, both kinds of trip
ends were distributed in our city which permitted us to
distribute trips from the 50 specific destination blocks.
In distributing trips with unspecified destinations, we
must necessarily start at the origins, namely the population
distribution in each of the 256 blocks.
The second technique utilizes the decision function
concept; but disregards the exact specification of destina-
tions. It is assumed that each block in the city contains
a certain minimum number of shopping and social-recreation
facilities, and in the sense that we are operating at least,
there is really no practical limit on the number of trips
that can choose a particular facility as its destination.
Therefore, this second technique distributes the destinations
from an origin block uniformly about that origin in such a
manner that the distance vs. number of trips distribution
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exactly coincides with the decision function. For example,
if an origin block had 100 origins in it and the relative
weights for distances 0, 1, and 2 were 1, 0, and 3 respective-
ly, 25 trips would be assigned destinations in the origin
block itself while 75 trip destinations would be evenly
distributed among those blocks that lie a distance of 2 away.
Having described our city and a technique for distributing
two types of trips in the city, it only remained to set up
the experiment itself. As was mentioned earlier, our object
was to see how great an influence intensive land use can
have on the resultant travel patterns in the city. The
proportion of trips going to intensive areas (employment and
205% of the shopping) was progressively lowered and the
alteration in trip patterns noted. The exact technique
for doing this is described next.
Essentially we had four different trip types which for
convenience we called specified work trips, specified
shopping trips, unspecified shopping trips, and unspecified
social trips. For each of these, we got a 256 x 256 matrix
which indicated for each of the 256 origin blocks, how the
destinations were distributed among the 256 possible des-
tination blocks." Each matrix was then multiplied by its
percentage share of the total and added to the others to
build the total trip matrix. For example, a 60-20-20 split
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for work-shopping-social trips will result in a matrix
composed of 0.6 (work trip matrix) plus 0.2(0.8) (Uniform
shopping trip matrix) plus 0.2(0.2) (Specified shopping
trip matrix) plus 0.2 (Social trip matrix). The following
runs were then made, the numbers referring to percent work-
percent shopping- percent social, respectively: 100-0-0,
60-20-20, 40-30-30, 30-40-30, and 30-10-60.
The output portion of the program drew a "desire-
contour" map for us. This is a map indicating for each
block in the city, the total number of trips passing
through it if all trips went in a straight line (i.e. the
"desire line") from origin to destination. Although not
used here, the program also stratifies these maps by
direction so that only the traces of those trips going
from north to south, for example, are shown. This informa-
tion was copied onto outline maps of our city and contour
lines through points of the same trip density are shown.6
(See Figures 8 - 12) Bear in mind when looking at the
figures that the numbers in the 4-square mile blocks and
the -quare mile blocks need to be divided and multiplied
respectively by 4 in order to arrive at the trip density in
trips per square mile. (The numbers have been multiplied by
100 to expand our 1 sample.)
Looking at Figures 8 - 12, in which the dominant
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Figure 9: Trip Density Contours
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proportion of trips is progressively shifted from specified
to unspecified destinations, we see an expected "decentrali-
zation" and spreading out of the trip densities. Even so,
the two most dominant ridges, the one to the northeast and
the other to the southeast, can be readily identified in
all of the combinations. The contour maps do not show
minor intra-contour variations however, and comparison be-
tween figures is difficult. A second technique was adopted
therefore, to identify more readily major paths through the
city.
Three rings were drawn around the CBD at 2, 4, and 6
miles out. The trip density values were then plotted as
one went clockwise around the ring starting in the north-
west corner. (See FIgures 13 - 15) We then see a cross-
section of travel in our city and can quite easily pick out
the major paths across our "screen-line". The results are
extremely striking.
The location of these paths is unchanged in any of the
runs. One would almost expect this in view of the way
the trips were sent to the specified destinations; but
the refusal of the peaks to become damped somewhat at the
more uniform distributions is indeed. surprising. The
dominance of intensely developed land in the city, regard-
less of the use to which the land is put, is thus firmly
established.
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The fact that we chose to tag certain of our trips
work trips and others social trips is really quite ir-
relevant to the experiment and its results. We could have
just as easily let "work" trips be unspecified and "social"
trips rigidly constrained. The results would have been
identical. By the very fact of specifying destinations
(even only 30% of them), we have specified as well the
pattern of trip making in this city.
B. Critique of the Experiment and Suggestions for Future
Research:
The experiment as performed, was necessarily little
more than a first probe. This does not imply that the
experiment as such does not tell us much. What the experi-
ment did was to point out the direction for new experiments
by giving us a better understanding of how the computer
reacts to what we care to tell it, and also suggests how
the eventual results may turn out. It is on this latter
basis that the general conclusionsliust preceding were
based; but the honest experimenter must still qualify his
conclusions with such terms as "it appears that" and "it is
most likely". Armed now with the increased knowledge of
how our instructions have been digested by the computer,
we would, if we had the time, design further experiments in
an attempt to allow us to make unqualified statements about
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the work. This point, perhaps, needs more elaboration.
The computer is far from an intelligent beast. It
is little more than an extremely high-speed adding machine.
We can tell the computer that this variable represents
origins and destinations, we can establish all kinds of
comrutational rules and tell it what to add to what, what
to subtract, and when it is to blink its impressive lights.
All this the computer absorbs happily, unhesitatingly, and
blindly. It will never stop and say to its user, "Do
you realize that while you are telling me to perform these
and those calculations to investigate thus-and-so, you
have very innocently introduced a set of data which directly
affects your results?" These kinds of questions may be
asked by the researcher for many years, yet it is extremely
doubtful that he will still catch everything. He feels that
he has accurately simulated the process he is attempting to
describe; but he is only too well aware of his imperfections.
So a first run is made in the hopes that the results will
aid him in making his future alterations to the procedure.
This is essentially the place we have reached in our ex-
periment.
For example, it was hinted at earlier that perhaps
our results were too good. In reflecting on why this might
be, we are faced with the realization that the city we have
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described may not be the best city for an experiment. We
patterned it after a "normal" city pattern, in fact Chicago;
but such a pattern is a highly centralized one with all uses
dropping off sharply in intensity as one goes out from the
CBD. We must therefore question how much this centrality
affected our results.
Another factor we inserted into our experiment was
the decision function, which was also taken from a "realistic"
setting. These too showed "decay rates" as trip lengths
got longer, another centralizing tendency. So here we have
two apparently innocent decisions combining in a way that
reinforces their effects and in so doing, may perhaps
contribute to an overstatement of our case.
Therefore, before we can legitimately assert that
intensity measure is the most important explanatory parameter
in traffic generation, such questions as these must be
answered. This the4e is the basis for the design of future
experiments.
Let us first address the problem of city description.
In order to assess the effects of centrality, we must
gradually relax the conditions that created it. One way to
start would be to level the city completely, putting the
same number of work places, shopping places, and people
in each of the 256 blocks. Such a step completely eliminates
intensity differentials. It tells us what patterns evolve
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when there are no intensive land users in the city; but
by itself, it hardly helps us in weighing the contribution
of centrality.
A second alternative might then be to build our city
inside out. Use the same sector concept; but put the
lowest densities in the center and the highest at the
periphery. Another attempt would be to take our undif-
ferentiated city and gradually spot intensive locations at
random sites, changing their relative intensities with
respect to each other and with respect to the uniform "mat"
in which they are placed. (See Figure 16)
The second thing to vary would be our decision
functions. A hasty conclusion one might reach from viewing
Figures 13 - 15 would be that decision function is unimportant
since the results from different mixes of decision functions
are not very far apart. However, the decision functions
themselves were quite similar, so changes in decision
functions should be made. As in the city changes, a start-
ing point may be a completely uniform decision function, or
a "i reversed" function which places its preferred distences
at the far end of the scale. Then mixing these in different
ways may allow one to isolate its effects on our results.
Once the foregoing is completed so that we have an
understanding of how our inputs affect our output, we can
A: City With No Di
B: City With Density
C:
ation of Intensity
ients "Inside Out"
"Points"
Figure 16: Cross-sections
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then feel freer to design experiments whose main focus is
then to find out the actual effects of intensity of use on
travel patterns. Thus far two studies have already been
undertaken where there is sufficient data to allocate
intensity measures in a city: Chicago and Pittsburgh. It
might be worthwhile to reproduce these cities in our system
using intensity measures (floor area ratios) only and
compare our trip patterns with theirs. Using imputs for
their base years will also enable a comparison to be made
with actual travel patterns as measured by a bonafide O-D
Survey. The opportunity seems much too good to overlook
at this stage.
If in addition, we find that the decision function has
a significant effect upon the results, we might want to use
different decision functions in these real cities to see
exactly what assumptions of trip length the final travel
patterns are valid for. We might even care to make intelli-
gent guesses as to how and why decision functions may change
and see how our two cities might perform under these
circumstances.
Finally, we may even use the relationships between
intensity and travel patterns (if we can establish them,
of course) to test alternative metropolitan patterns for
their compatibility with transportation needs. This however
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is enough of a guide for future experimentation along
these lines. The general direction has been shown and to
set up specific experiments beyond this is poor investigative
procedure. We must first see where our next set of experi-
ments will lead us.
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Chapter III: An Investigation Into the Degree of Feedback of
Transportation Improvements to Land Use Patterns
At the end of Chapter I, the question was raised as
to the role of feedback in urban transportation. Feedback
here is taken to mean the reciprocal effects of transporta-
tion on land use, the bulk of the work so far having been
devoted to an examination of the "forward" effects of land
use on transportation. That there are such effects is
pretty much acknowledged by the studies. The Chicago Study
states that "it must be recognized that the location of
transportation facilities has much to do with the patterns
of land development." However, it is difficult to discern
the use to which this knowledge is put. The Penn-Jersey
Study is much more explicit and quite frankly starts the
whole process rolling with a skeleton transportation plan. 2
The basis for such allegations lies in the general
field of highway impact studies. Such studies attempt to
assess the changes in development of land areas that are
attributable to recent highway improvements. One of the
more striking examples of what highways may do in an area
is Boston's Route 128. It is pointed to with pride by
many and justifiably so. Unfortunately, it has also created
the impression that all a struggling young city need do
nowadays is build a circumferential highway and then wait
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for the inevitable industries to line its sides. Typical
of such thinking is the following article from the Boston
Sunday Globe of May 5, 1963.
"AMESBURY HAILS RT. 495 PLAN
AMESBURY - Business men and taxpayers have hailed
the state Public Works Department announcement
that work on completion of the Route 495 outer
belt highway will be completed, from Haverhill to
Salisbury Plains, soon.
A few weeks ago discouragement set in, with
waves of protest, following an announcement that
the new road might not get here until about 1970.
The state and Federal governments now have
provided funds for the final 12-mile link, which
will start at Haverhill near the Merrimac line.
A residential and commercial development
boom, similar to that which accompanied completion
of the Route 128 circumferential highway, is now
considered due for Amesbury.
Not being located directly on an expressway,
this town of 10,000 has not experienced the growth
reported by some of its neighbors."
Highway impact here, is unfortunately being mistaken
for highway creation. Route 128 helped satisfy a demand
that may no longer exist; and Route 495 might not even
have a demand to satisfy. Let us look a little more closely
then at the claims made about Route 128.
A favorite device for showing highway impact is to
examine differential growth rates. An area is drawn in-
cluding the highway "impact area"; and a similar area,
with the exception that it has no highway, is selected for
comparison. It is then shown that the area with the high-
way had a growth rate x times as great as the area without
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one and we can then credit the highway for this increased
growth. This procedure has its drawbacks, principally
in finding areas in which the only difference is a highway;
but it is useful for a broad general picture. This has also
been used to evaluate Route 128's impact.5
This technique was also used in a thesis done last
year in this department6 in which William Melia divided
Boston up into three areas; the core, the inner ring (con-
taining Route 128), and the outer ring. It was shown that
the core had lost both population and employment, the
inner ring had grown the greatest, and the outer ring
showed a little growth also. It is appropriate now to ask
how much effect Route 128 had on this pattern.
As an attempt to answer this, data was gathered for
11 other metropolitan areas, and an analysis was made of
their differential growth rates. The metropolitan areas
used were those SMSA's that consisted of three or more
counties so that a meaningful breakdown between core, inner
and outer rings could be made. It must be emphasized that
this is a rather crude breakdown. However, it is probably
sufficient enough for a first probe. As a rule, the core
consisted of the central city itself; the inner ring of
those counties in which the central city is located less
the central city itself; and the outer ring of the remaining
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counties in the SMSA.
Population changes from 1950 to 1960 were used and
changes in manufacturing employment from 1947 to 1958.7
The results are summarized in Table 5 which shows the
percentage change in each of the three segments as well
as for the SMSA itself. In order to account for the dif-
ferent growth rates of the different metropolitan areas,
the growth rates for the segments were then expressed as
a multiple of the growth rate for the entire metropolitan
area. These results are summarized in Table 6.
With no exceptions, the pattern with respect to
population is identical in all of the twelve areas. The
core showed a decrease or a slight increase, never as great
as the increase for the metropolitan area as a whole; the
inner ring the greatest rate of growth, ranging from about
2-5 times as great as the area as a whole; and the outer
ring increasing at a somewhat lesser rate. One may go
through the list and compare each city with the average for
all twelve and select highs and lows; but in the main,
there is no significant deviation from the general patterns
just described. Furthermore, those SMSA's with higher than
average growth rates have higher than average activity in
the inner ring, while those with lower than average growth
rates have lower than average activity in the inner ring.
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Table 5A
*
Population Changes From 1950-1960
Uncorrected for Growth of SMSA
City
Ohi cago
Atlanta
Atlanta (revised)
Boston**
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Dayton
Dayton (revised)
Syracuse
Minneapolis - St. Paul
Portlatd (Ore.)
Omaha
Knoxville
Core
-1.95
4.2
-8.1
-8.0
-11.4
-10.7
-1.1
7.6
5.8
-2.1
-4.4
-0.3
20.1
-10.4
Inner
Ring
77*9
129.0
292.0
32.2
72.1
22.2
82.3
71.3
76.0
70.8
135.7
53.3
40.1
41.1
Outer
Ring SMSA
63.1 20.1
74.3 39.9
74.3 39.9
17.6 9.7
40.3 19.8
11.3 8.7
59.5 22.9
39.3 33.9
39.3 33.9
14.1 21.2
82.0 28.7
28.2 16.6
47.2 25.0
3.0 9.2
12-City Average -3.6 55.7 34.6 18.6
a From City and County Data Book, US Bureau of the Census.
*a From Melia's thesis.
-~ a
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Table 5B
Manufacturing Employment Changes From 1947-1958*
Uncorrected for Growth of SMSA
Ci tv
Chi cago
Atlanta
Atlanta (revised)
Boston"*
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Dayton
Dayton (revised)
Syracuse
Minneapolis - St. Paul
Portland (Ore.)
Omaha
Knoxville
12-City Average
* From City and County Data
** From Melia's thesis.
Inner
Core__ Ri
-19.9 57.1
33.1 49.3
19.4 194.0
-19.5 25.7
-21.4 366.0
-20.4 -26.0
-7.6 46.5
1.0 -63.0
-12.1 -15.6
-31.7 68.0
-2.2 176.5
1.6 1.8
7.3 399.0
-11.4 197.5
-14.3 30.7
Book, US Bureau
Outer
Ring- SMSA
29.4 -5.1
261.5 61.6
261.5 61.6
4.7 3.9
-8.3 -2.2
-12.9 -20.2
129.5 12.0
17.7 -8.5
17.7 -8.5
-20.0 -1.0
38.3 11.1
38.2 10.4
50.3 17.7
7.7 -0.6
2.9 -2.3
of the Census.
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Table 6A
Population Changes From 1950-1960
Corrected for Growth of SMSA
1950 Core
Density
City __ (oers./sq.mi.)
Chicago 17,500
Atlanta 13,000
Atlanta (revised)
Boston 16,900
St. Louis 12,500
Pittsburgh 12,500
Baltimore 12,500
Dayton 9,400
Dayton (revised)
Syracuse 8,800
Minneapolis-St. Paul 7,850
Portland (Ore.) 5,800
Omaha 5,300
Knoxville 5,000
12-City Average
Core
-0.1*
0.1
-0.2
-0.8
-0.6
-1.2
-0.1
0.2
0.2
-0.1
-0.2
-0.03
0.8
-1.1
-0.2
Inner
Ring
3.9
3.2
7.3
3.3
3.6
2.5
3.6
2.1
2.2
3.3
4.7
3.2
1.6
4.5
3.6
* Positive or negative refers only to whether
particular ring gained or lost; if the SMSA
lost, the number is underlined.
or not the
as a whole
Outer
Ring
3.1
1.9
1.9
1.8
2.0
1.3
2.6
1.2
1.2
0.7
2.9
1.7
1.4
0.3
1.9
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Table 6B
Manufacturing Employment Changes From 1947-1958
Corrected for Growth of SMSA
Ratio of 1947
Mfg. Employment
to 1950 Population
of the SMSA CoreCi ty
Chi cago
Atlanta
16.5
7.0
Atlanta (revised)
Boston
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Dayton
12.8
14.5
15.3
12.4
20.0
Dayton (revised)
Syracuse
Minneapolis-St. Pau2
Portland (Ore.)
Omaha
Knoxville
14.5
10.6
7.3
7.5
9.3
12-City Average
-32*
0.5
0.3
-5.0
Inner Outer
Ring Ring
11.2 5.8
0.8 4.2
3.2 4.2
6.6 1.2
-. L 66. 5 -.
-1.0 -L.1 -_26
-0.6 3.9 10.8
0.1 -L4 2.1
-1.4 -1.8 2.1
-31 71.0 -20.9
-0.2 15.9 3.5
0.2 0.2 4.0
0.4 22.6 2.8
-21.6 359. 14.0
-6.2 i._4 1_
* Positive or negative refers only to whether
particular ring gained or lost; if the SMSA
lost, the number is underlined.
or not the
as a whole
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This does not hold as well at the lower end of the list;
but here we are dealing with smaller cities with much
lower core densities for which direct comparison may lose
significance,
One major city is a little out of linehowever, and
deserves some mention. Of all the cities of greater than
10,000 persons / square mile core density, Atlanta is the
only one that showed growth in its core. This may possibly
be explained since the area for Atlanta in 1950 was 36
square miles, while by 1960 it had grown to 128 square
miles. Very rough calculations were performed to correct
for this. Assuming a rather sparse density for this
additional 92 square miles of 640 persons / square mile
(1 person / acre), 58,880 persons were subtracted from
Atlanta's 1960 population and added to the 1960 inner ring
totals. On this basis, Atlanta falls right into line with
the other major cities in our table and is listed as
"Atlanta (revised)". A similar calculation was performed
with the employment figures using 50 employees / square mile
or 4600 employees total in the area under question. This is
only 1/20 of the 1950 density of workers in Atlanta and
was purposely taken as a low figure.
The picture is not as clear-cut when we look at the
manufacturing employment distribution, although the same
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"general" pattern holds. For one thing, the employment
figures pertain to the years 1947 and 1958, the latter year
being a recession year and therefore not a very good one
on which to base evidence of trends. Secondly, employ-
ment is a more highly centralized activity than population,
the core areas accounting for 63% of the 1947 manufacturing
employment in the whole SMSA's as compared to a figure of
55% for population. This means that we are dealing with
smaller base figures in the outer areas and "percentage
change" can blow up more easily. Thirdly, we are dealing
with cities whose combined employment figures showed a loss
from 1947-1958. Instead of merely looking at how net growth
was distributed, we are now viewing a more complicated
process of growth, loss and redistribution. Yet, in spite
of all these disadvantages, certain patterns do emerge.
With only four exceptions, all of the core areas lost
manufacturing employment. Two of these exceptions, Port-
land and Omaha, occurred in areas of low density, a low
ratio of manufacturing employment to total population, and
average rates of population growth. Under these circum-
stances, an expansion of manufacturing activity and employ-
ment in the core is entirely likely. Atlanta is also
easily accounted for when one notices the manufacturing
employment for the SMSA jumped 61.6%. Under such rapid
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expansion, a core increase is readily explainable. The
situation in Dayton requires a little more analysis.
Dayton also expanded its boundaries in the 1950-1960
decade, although not as significantly as Atlanta did. It
went from 26 to 34 square miles for an addition of 8
square miles. Nevertheless, if we assume a worker density
in this additional 8 square miles of 1250 employees / square
mile, which is less than half of Dayton's 1947 density of
2920 employees / square mile, we can add to Dayton and
subtract from the inner ring some 10,000 workers much as
we did for Atlanta. 8 This brings Dayton a little more into
line and we may consider the Dayton (revised) figures.
Looking at the averages and at the cities themselves,
we Wee the same pattern of growth; namely a decrease in
core areas, a great increase in the inner ring, and a
lesser increase in the outer ring. Can we draw any conclusions
from this? It would appear not; but paradoxically, this may
be a significant conclusion in itself. If highways are
significant shapers of urban form, one would expect Boston
to stand out as having significantly higher growth rates
than other metropolitan areas without the benefit of cir-
cumferential highways. Of all the cities listed, only
St. Louis, Chicago, and Baltimore have high-type circum-
ferentials analagous to Route 128. Baltimore's is just
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nearing completion however, and its powers of attraction
have certainly not had time to manifest themselves; while
Chicago's circumferential is a toll facility and therefore,
not directly comparable. It seems then that none of these
cities really has a highway facility that can be directly
compared to Boston's in both quality and length of service.
To discover this from our study of possible "impact" on
development in the affected areas is an impossible task,
however. Let us now return to the original contention.
It is suggested then, that placing a new high-type
highway facility in a built-up metropolitan area will not
significantly alter the shape and form of future urban
development. To the degree that we have seen that all
metropolitan areas grow in a wave-like development outward
with the greatest growth taking place in the inner ring,
immediately adjacent to the built-up area, this is true.
In view of the varying highway services offered in the
different cities though, this is hardly expected. The point
to make is that highways have little effect on such gross
a scale. What highways do, and what Route 128 did, is to
collect and localize these gross effects. The growth will
occur anyway in the inner ring, and given no particular
dominance of any one area over another, location will
probably be random among existing Modal points. Should
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one of these areas obtain a reoutation for being an especially
prestigious loeation, either through extensive promotion,
acquisition of a prestigious client cr any other number
of ways, it will probably develop faster than the others.
Should an area be given a definite dominance over others;
and should it be extensively promoted and pointed to with
pride, then the development is bound to be intensive there.
It is contended that this is what most likely happened to
Route 128. This appears to be borne out in the Route 128
Study by Bone and Wohl.9 The management of the new plants
along Route 128 was asked to list reasons why they selected
their new location and these factors were then analyzed.
"The principal factors considered by companies
locating on Route 128 varied for different types of
industries and different localities. However, cer-
tain ones stood out above others. The most em-
phasized, when rated in terms of the investment
involved, were as follows: need of land for
expansion (64), accessibility for commercial
purposes10 (59), attractive site (50), labor market
considerations (49), accessibility for employees (48),
advertising value of site (31), and adequate park-
ing facilities (23)"Il
The two dominant factors indicate the desires of
firms relocating from a congested central area. They need
room to expand and greater commercial accessibility. Other
factors indicate that as long as they are going to move,
they might as well move to an attractive site with good
advertising potential. In addition, it may be pointed out
that thege are for the most part "high value" industries in
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that the value of their products is in excess of 42.00 per
pound.12 These are the non-bulk shippers and hence truck-
ing oriented for their distributional needs. Given on top
of this the intense promotional activity that accompanied
128's development, the results should not be at all sur-
prising. What then can we say about building highways?
In a large metropolitan area with a congested core and
expanding industry, pressures of decentralization will in-
evitably be felt. The industries will not move too far out
of the built-up area however, since it must maintain metropol-
itan access to employees and local suppliers and/or markets.
Give these relocating firms a uniform plain to choose a
site on and they will probably locate in random clusters to
realize certain external economies such as common utility
connections. It is partially because of such economies that
industrial narks are successfully promoted. Give these
firms a brand-new highway to grab hold of, and they will
locate In these parks along it. Build the same highway
further out into the hinterland so that metropolitan access
is lost and the firms will go back to the former random
clusters.
All this says then, and all I have been trying to say,
is that the regional impact of highways is quite small.
They are excellent collectors of activity when put in the
right place; and their local impact can be significant
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under the proper conditions. But to impute to highway
location the ability to foster growth and alter large-
scale patterns of urban development may well be a mistake.
An interesting thesis was written in this department
in 1959 which attempted to assess the regional impact of
expressways in the Southeastern New England Area.1 3 The
study consisted of computing "accessibility" values for 15
towns in the study region. These accessibility values are
similar to the familiar potential concept of economic
geography. A "potential" value is ascertained for a parti-
cular point by summing up all the contributions made to it
by all the other points being considered in the system.
These individual contributions are directly proportional to
some measure of magnitude of the contributing point, usually
its population; and inversely proportional to the distance
between these points, sometimes raised to an exponent which
is often in the neighborhood of two. Referring to a parti-
cular point, i, its potential may then be expressed as
Pi P02(i)
where Pi is the potential of i, Popi is the population of
j, and Dii is the distance from i to j; x is the exponent.
As Herr uses it, accessibility values for the points
merely substitute time and cost values for the distance used
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in potential computations.14 Thus, the configuration and
quality of the existing transportation network is reflected
in the different time and cost values for equivalent distances.
He then proceeded to examine the changes in these
accessibility values brought about in his fifteen cities
and towns both in the decade from 1840-50 and in the decade
from 1950-60. The former changes were due to the railroad
building of the time while the latter changes reflect the
highway building activity of the present.
His findings were that the changes in accessibility
brought about as a result of present highway improvements
are of very small significance in comparison with the changes
brought about in the 1840's as a result of railroad Improve-
ments. Herr gives his reasons for this in the following:
"The reasons for the relatively small change
in accessibility produced by new expressways are,
first, that the savings in time and cost via
expressways as compared with the roads that they
replace are far smaller than the savings in 1840
by railroad as against wagon. Second, the web of
trans-port channels is far "finer" today than in
1840, with fairly good roads going virtually
everywhere with a minor degree of circuity. As
it develops further and further, our transporta-
tion network approaches the assumptions of uniform
service made in computing "potential"; as the
accessibility pattern more closely approximates
the potential pattern, the feasibility of using J5
channel configuration as a planning tool is diminished.
While Herr concentrated principally on intercity move-
ment in the entire Southeastern New England Region, his
findings appear just as valid in a metropolitan context in
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view of the above analysis of 12 different metropolitan
areas. Furthermore, it is within the metropolitan areas
especially that we come very close indeed to approximating
the uniform network of highway facilities which Herr men-
tions. This then answers to a certain extent the complaint
often made about urban transportation studies; namely, that
they always start with an historical analysis of the tremen-
dous effects of transportation in the past and then ignore
them in their study. This may very well be because what was
a very important determinant of location in the past,
accessibility, has been so uniformly spread in the metropolis
that this particular factor is no longer a dominant locational
influence. This conclusion is also reached in the Baltimore-
Washington Interregional Study:
"The most significant finding from this
analysis is that transportation is not the dominant
or controlling factor in shaping our cities. With
the mobility provided by the automobile, the
urban dweller has for all practical purposes been
freed of distance limitations in his choice of a
place to live. He is now able to give more atten-
tion to other factors - residential prestige and
amenities, quality of schools, etc., as well as
land costs and the availability of utilities. 16
"As in residential development, the em-
ployer has also been freed by the automobile in
his choice of plant location. He now knows that
he can locate almost any place within an urban
region and be assured of the necessary labor force.
In short, accessibility to the labor force is not
as important a factor to an industrialist today
as it was in the past. More often the interest is
in available land satisfying specific site
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requirements such as water, sewer, freeway,
port or rail service. The analysis of past
growth indicated that the location of three.-
quarters of manufacturing employment expan-
sion occurring in the Baltimore Region was
influenced largely by such site requirements.
The remaining one-quarter was influencj4 pri-
marily by the location of population."
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Chapter IV: Summary and Suggestions for Future Work
In spite of the many pages set forth here, it should
become apparent to the reader that we have only scratched
the surface in our investigation int'o exactly how the
Greater Urban Area Transportation Study goes about doing
what they set out to do. In fact, we have centered our
particular examinatior on only one parameter, although our
basis for doing so was that the overwhelming impression
gleaned from the literature is that it is by and large the
most important parameter in urban traffic prediction. That
this may not be so can be seen in our study, and our examina-
tion reveals that the transportation studies themselves,
at least implicitly, feel pretty much the same way. This
can be seen in the way they eventually doctor up their land
use data. Why then do we pick up a bibliography on urban
1transportation and find no less than 24 references to land
use with such titles as "Selected Relationships of Land Use
and Distance From the City Cente-" 2, "Selected Land Use
and Trip Purpose Comparisons - Detroit and Chicago"3 , "A
Comparison of Vehicle and Person Destinations by Land Use",
"Land Use Forecasting for Transportation Planning"5, "Land
Use in Traffic Generation"6 , and "Urban Traffic: A Function
of Land Use"i. Planning in the general sense is done on the
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basis of land use so the adoption of land use as a basic
parameter was quite natural. This is certainly one of the
reasons alluded to in the Detroit Study.8 Having started
under this assumption, preliminary generation rates were
found and it became apparent that more was at work here
than land use. Unfortunately, rather than question the
basic assumption upon which the study was supposedly based,
a not altogether unreasonable thing to do given the limited
research history of the topic, the "researchers" apparently
sought for a way to stratify their data so that the original
thesis retained some semblance of its identity, and this
they did by looking at only one distance ring at a time.
When the hydraulics engineer stratifies his relationships
by Reynolds Number to determine a flow friction factor, it
is because of radical changes in the laws governing fluid
flow when flow changes from laminar to turbulent; and
similarly, when the structural engineer stratifies his
formulas by "slenderness ratio" to find the failure stress
in a column, it is because in one case buckling is a danger
while in the other it is not. What may we ask are the
changes in laws governing trip generation that justify this
stratification by distance ring? Certainly none is offered
for our consideration. The fact is merely presented that in
distance ring A, use B generates C trips per acre. The
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crowrning achievement comes when in the Chicago Study, genera-
tion rates were used and abandoned, trip ends reallocated on
another basis, and then new generation rates back-computed
to see what they should have had to get what they got. A
scientist would be appalled at such work. For that matter,
so would at least our engineer.
The author has put forth the idea that perhaps floor
area ratio, or some other such intensity measure, might
display a more stable relationship with trip generation over
space. In all honesty, he must also admit that he has serious
doubts about the stability of such relationships over time, a
topic that is conspicuous by its absence from any of these
"studies". Admittedly, the data is sorely lacking for a
complete investigation into the subject; but such a critical
assumption must be worthy of more than mere mention in passing.
This is a research topic of high importance for upon it much
of the work done rests. It is strongly suvgested, therefore,
that further research in the profession be devoted to this
topic, namely the stability of the parametric relationships
over time. Such a suggestion leads us up to the next topic.
Let us concede that our basic relationships can be
expressed as a function of time. Let us even assume that
they are stable over tire. Let the author even concede that
his entire thesis is in error and land use is the only
parameter upon which to base trip generation. Let us grant
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all this and more. Still, the nasty little cuestions of
prediction and predictability raise their ugly heads. The
conditions necessary for a reasonable predictive operation
have been set forth in a recent paper of the Regional
0
Science Association.' Professor Fleisher focuses on three
basic requirements for statistical predictior: the spectrum
of the parameter, or its variability over different periods
of time; the length of observation of the behavior of the
parameters; and the density, or degree of coverage, of
these observations. With respect to the first requirement,
we have absolutely no research as to where urban parameters
may even lie in the possible range of spectra. With respect
to the other two, all available evidence indicates a low
score for our parameters. Therefore, regardless of how
Isophisticated" the predictive process, the results are
still subject to grave doubt. The best technique applied to
unqualified data is little better than a random guess. By
lending an undeserved seal of authenticity to it, such a
technique may even be worse.
Finally, let us address the question as to what we
would do with the data if we had it. Suppose we really were
prophets and could foresee the future, except for the trans-
portation system. What data would we seek and how would we
use it? These questions, and the related issue of sensitivity
of design to our urban parameters, are our final suggested
i WMW
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research topics. One does not wish to quarrel with a study
that proposes to measure an excess of data to be sure it
measures everything important. Given a minimal state of
knowledge, this is one legitimate approach. But we still
must spend a good deal of time trying to isolate those
critical statistics upon which decisions will be made, for
certainly that is our objective. It may make a pretty
brochure to graph in living color the trip purpose distri-
bution of private vehicle owners who got traffic tickets
between 2 and 4 P.M.; but obviously such a graph is a
waste of time and money. The case is not so obvious for a
"Comparison of Average Trip Lengths with Number of Trips to
Selected Land Uses, Internal Person Trips'10 or a "Comparison
of Operating, Cver-all, and Door-to-Door Speeds by Distance
From the Golden Triangle".11  Yet certainly some serious
thought needs to be given to what the decision making
statistics are so that we may be able to make a judgment as
to the utility and need for such data as those cited.
These then, are the three major research areas where
transportation planning needs more work: stability, pre-
dictability, and sensitivity. Without the firm foundation
of the first two, the entire theory and process blows up.
If indeed there is a foundation for these studies, the
third topic is crying for research. Even without the first
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two, the third is important. In truth, the author has
little optimism with respect to the first two. As Professor
Fleisher points out in discussing the fact that predicting
for larger areas is safer than for small ones, . . . the
integration over space acts to suppress noise. The result
is a spectrum cleansed of much spurious variability, especially
at short periods. The inference is discouraging because urban
traffic and urban parameters have relatively small space
scale. Their spectra may turn out to be quite broad and
their predictability therefore low." 12 The inference from
this is that the emphasis may shift. From prediction to
prescription. From projection to planning. From the search
for exponents to the search for controls. From the writing of
programs to the education of planners.
It should be obvious to the reader by now that the
author is discouraged, and even a little angry. This should
not be. There is nothing wrong in the scientific process
with investigating a topic which seems quite reasonable,
such as land use and traffic generation. There is something
drastically wrong with refusing to admit that a relationship
is not all it was hoped to be. In the author's opinion, the
Detroit and Chicago Studies are two works which investigated
an idea, found it lacking, refused to admit it to the world,
and proceeded to build a flimsy structure in the hopes of
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salvaging some semblance of the idea. It is the author's
opinion that the theory of traffic generation was born,
lived, and died. It is his hope, that it will be speedily
relegated to history.
I
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Chicago, Illinois
1960 1960 1950
Area Population Pfpulation
331
516
457
611
845
Outer Cty.- 2760
313,459
208,246
293,656
84,210
191,617
-1,091,188
154,599
150,388
179,097
50,656
134,336
-669,076
254 5a2925
Inner Cty.
- Chicago
954
224
Inner Ring 730
5,129,725
3,550,404
1,579,321
3714 6,220,913
State of
Illinois 55,930 10,081,158
4,508,792
3,620,962
887,830
5,177,868
8,712,176
1958 Mfg. 1947 Mfg.
Employment Employment
County
Du-Page
Kane
Lake
MIcHnry
Will
2,863
26,236
20,482
4,650
14,8
-68,618
788, 468
788,468
667, 407
121,061
857,086
1,184,820
State
Population (000) Core
1960
1950
Growth
8,712
1,369
Inner
3,550,404
3,620,962
-70,558
1,579,321
8879,30
691,491
Outer
1,091,188
669,076,
422,112
SMSA
6,220,913
5,177,868
1,043,045
% Growth 15.7
Manufacturing
Employment
1958
1947
Growth
-2.0
1139 534,498
115 667,407
&46 -132,909
-19.9 57.1
79-784
28,681
26,,681
8,052
17.623
-88,821
724,748
724,748
534Ak-98
190,250
813,569
1,139,412
Cook
SMSA
77.9
190,250
121,061
69,189
63.1
88,821
20,203
20.1
813,569
857,.086
-43,517
% Growth -3.9 29.4 "5.1
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Atlanta, Georgia
1960
Popu lat i on
1950 1958 Mfg. 1947 Mfg.
Population Employment Employment
Clayton
Cobb
Gwinnett
Outer Cty.
DeKaib
Fulton
Inner Cty.
- Atlanta
Inner Ring
SMSA
149
346
436
931
269
523
792
128
664
46,365
114,174
43,541
204,080
256,782
556.326
813,108
487.455
325,653
1723 1,017,188
State of
Georgia 58,274
Population State
(000)
1960
1950
Growth
% Growth
3943
499
14.2
3,943,116
Core
22,872
61,830
32,320
117,022
136,,395
473.572
609,967
467.709
142,258
726,989
3,444,578
427
17,213
2.201
19,841
8,364
54,246
62,610
48.,662
13,948
82,451
312,350
Inner Ring Outer Ring SMSA
487,455
467,709
19,746
4.2
325,653
142.258
183,395
129.0
204,080
117*022
87,058
74.3
1,017,188
726,989
290,199
39.9
Manufacturing; Employment
312
250
48,662
36.172
62 12,490
24.8 33.1 49.3
F
County
1960
Area
196
3,517
1,776
5,489
2,887
42.630
45,517
36. 172
9,345
51,006
249,926
1958
1947
Growth
13,948
9.345
4,603
19,841
5,489
14,352
82,451
51,006
31,445
% Growth 261.5 61.6
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St. Louis, Missouri
1960
Population
1950 1958 Mfg. 1947 Mfg.
Population Employment Employment
Jefferson
St. Chajles
Madison
St. Clair*
667
561
731
670
Outer Cty. 2629
St. Louis** 497
Inner Ring 497
City of
St. Louis 61
E. St. Louise 14
Core
Outer Cty. 2629
- E. St. Lou. 14
Outer Ring 2615
SMSA
66,377
52,970
224,689
262,502
606,545
703,532
750,026
81,712
75 831,738
606,545
81,712
524,833
3187 2,060,103
State of
Missouri 69,138
State
Population (000)
1960
1950
Growth
% Growth
4320
3955
4,319,813
38,007
29,834
182,307
205,995
456,153
406,349
406,349
856,796
82,295
939,091
456,153
82,295
373,858
1,719,298
3,954,653
Inner
RingCore
831,738
939.091
375 -107,353
9.5 -11.4
2,676
2,501
33,267
20,668
59,112
48,215
48,215
136,246
4.793
141,039
59,112
54,319
243,573
364,006
Outer
703,532
406,349
297,183
72.1
524,833
373,858
150,975
40.3
4,438
2,262
34,122
65,661
10,347
172,946
6,432
179,378
65,661
6,432
59,229
248,954
327,515
SMSA
2,060,103
1,719.298
340,805
19.8
Manu facturing Employment
1958
1947
Growth
% Growth
364
328
141,039
179,38
36 -38,339
11.2 -21.4
48,215
10,347
37,868
366.0
54,319
59,229
-4,910
-8.3
f Illinois cities and counties
** County only, does not include St. Louis City
I
County
1960
Area
243,573
248,954
-5,381
-2.2
- - ---------  
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Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
C-bunty 1960
Area
Heaver 441
Washingtor 857
West-more- 1023
land
Outer Cty, 2321
Allegheny
Inner Cty, 730
-Pittsburgh _4
Inner Ring 676
SMSA
1960 1950
Pbpulation Population
206,,948
217,271
352. 629
776,848'
730 1,628,587,
1,628,587
604,332
1,024,255
3051 2,405,435
175,a92
209,,628
3139179
697,9999
1,515,237
1,515,237
676,806
838,431
2,213,236
1958 Mfg. 1947 Mfg.
Employment Employment
44,543
17, 341
38,689
100,573
169,315
169,315
64,805
104,510
269,888
44,428
21,.727
49,313
115,468
222,506
222,506
81,415
141,091
337,974
State of
Pennsyl-
vania 45,00T 11,319,366 10,498,012
State
Population (000)
1960
1950
11,319
10,498
Growth 821
Core
604,332
676,806
-72,474
Inner
1,024,255
838,431
185,824
1,337,547
Outer
Ring,
776,848
697,999
78,849
1,439,534
SMSA
2,405,435
2,213,236
192,199
% Growth 8.7
Manufacturing
Employment
1958
1947
Growth
1338
1440
-102 -16,610
-20.4 -26.0
11.3 7.8
64,805
81,415
22.2
104,510
-36,581
100,573
115,468
-14, 895
269,888
337,974
-68,086
% Growth -7.1l -12.9 -20.2
99
Baltimore, Maryland
County
1960
Area
Anne Arundel 417
Carroll
Howard
Outer Cty.
Baltimore*
Inner Ring
City of
Baltimore
SMSA
State of
Maryland
Population
1960
L950
453
250
1120
608
608
1960
Population
206,634
52,785
36,152
295,571
492,428
492,428
79 939,024
1807 1,727,023
9874 3,100,689
State
(_000)
3101
2343
Core
939,024
949,708
1950 1958 Mfg. 1947 MfS.
Population Employment Employment
117,392
44,907
_23,-119
185,418
270,273
270,273
949,708
1,405,399
2,343,001
Inner
Ring
492,428
270.273
8,321
4,716
1,047
14,084
70,085
70,085
111,757
195,926
256,897
Outer
Ring
295,571
185,418
1,339
4,144
652
6,135
47,794
120,929
174,858
228,553
SMSA
1,727,023
1,405,399
Growth
% Growth
-.10,684
-1.1
222,255
82.3
110,153
59.5
321,624
22.9
Manufacturing
Employment
1958
1947
257
229
Growth
% Growth
111,757
120.929
28 -9,172
12.4
* County only, does not include Baltimore City.
758
32.8
70,085
22,291
14,084
6,135
7,949
129.546.5
195,926
174,858
21,068
12.0
100
Dayton, Ohio
County
Greene
Miami
1960
Area
416
407
Outer Cty. 823
Montgomery 465
Inner Cty. 465
- Dayton 
_14
Inner Ring 431
SMSA 1288
State of
Chi o
1960 1950
Population Population
94,642
72,901
167,543
527,080
527,080
262,332
264,748
694,623
40,972 9,706,397
58,892
61,309
120, 201
398.441
398,441
243,872
154,569
518, 642
7,946,627
1958 Mfg.
Employment
2,292
9.061
11,353
83,184
83,184
76.585
6,599
94,537
1,162,276
1947 Mfg.
Employment
1,679
72295
9,644
93,668
93,668
75,843
17,825
103,312
1,194,603
State
Population (000) Core
1960
1950
Growth
% Growth
9706
1759
22.1
262,332
243,872
Inner
Ring
264,748
154,569
18,460 110,179
7.6 71.3
Outer
Ring
167,543
120,201
47,342
39.3
SMSA
694,623
518,642
175,981
33.9
Manufacturing
Employment
1958
1947
1162
1195
Growth-
% Growth
-33
76,585
75,843
6,599
17,825
742 -11,226
1.0 -63.0
11,353
19644
1,709
94,537
103,312
-8,775
17.7 -2.9
101
Syracuse, New York
County
Madison
Oswego
1960 1960 1950
Area Population- Population
661
968
Outer Cty.1,629
Onondaga
Inner Cty.
-Syracuse
722
792
_2a
Inner Ring 767
SMSA 2421
54,635
86 .18
140,753
423,028
423,028
216,038
206,990
563,781
46,214
77,181
123,395
341,719
341,710
220,583
121,136
465,114
1958 Mfg.
Employment
2,,-057
8,122
10,179
56,468
56,468
24,045
32,423
66,647
1947 Mfg.
Employment
2,583
10,146
12,729
54,5 63
54,563
35,264
19,299
67,292
State of
New York 47,939 16,782,304 14,830,192 1,782,380 1,775,975
State
Population (000) Core
1960
1950
Growth
% Growth
16,782
14,830
1,952
13.2
216,038
220,583
-4,545
Manufacturing
Employment
1958
1947
1782
1776
Growth 6
24,045
-11,219
% Growth
-31.7 68.0.3 -20.0 -1.0
Inner
Ring
Outer
206,990
121,136
85,854
70.8
140,753
123,395
17,358
14.1
10,179
12,729
-2,550
SMSA
563,781
4657114
98,667'
21.2
66,647
- 645
32,423
19,299
13,124
102
Minneapolis - St. Paul, Minnesota
Anoka
Dakota
Washington
Outer Cty.
Hennepin
Ramsey
Inner Cty.
Minneapolis
St. Paul
Core
Inner Oty.
- Core
Inner Ring
SMSA
1960
Area
425
571
322
1386
565
160
1960
Population
85,916
78,303
52.432
216,651
842,854
422,525
725 1,265,379
57
52
109
725
109
616
482,872
313.411
796,283
1,265,379
796,283
469,096
2111 1,482,030
State of
Minnesota 80,009
State
Population (000)
1960
1950
Growth
% Growth
3414
2982
432
14.5
3,413,864
Core
796,283
833,067
-36,784
-4.,4
1950 1958 Mfg. 1947 Mfg.
Population Employment Employment
35,579
49,019
.34..544
119,142
676,579
355,332
1,031,911l
521,718
311.349
833,067
1,031,911
833.067
198,844
1,151,053
2,982,483
Inner
Ring
469,096
198,844
270,252
135.7
5,975
8,469
3,290
17,734
72,822
44.580
117, 402
58,472
100,261
117,402
100,261
17,141
135,136
209,187
Outer
216,651
119.142
97,509
82.0
2,148
7,845
2.831
12,824
66,450
42.381
108,731
61,942
40,631
102,573
108,731
102.573
6,158
121,655
179,986
SMSA
1,482,030
1.151,053
330,977
28.7
Manufacturing
Employment
1958
1947
Growth
209
180
100,261
102.*573
29 -2,312 10,983
16.2 -2.2 276.5
17,141
6,158
17,734
12.824
4,910
135,136
121.655
13,481
-"T
% Growth 38.3 11.11
103
Portland, Oregon
County
Clackamas
Washington
Clark*
Outer Ring
Multnomah
- Portlard
Inner Ring
Portland
SMSA
1960
Area
1887
716
630
3233
424
_6
357
1960
Population
113,038
92,237
299,084
522,813
372,676
150,137
67 372,676
3657
State of
Oregon
821,897
96,248 1,768,687
1950 1958 Mfg.
Population Employment
86,716
61,269
_~ 85.307
233,292
471,537
373,628
97,909
373,628
704,829
1,521,341
5,224
4,225
7,705
17,154
39,883
34,353
5,530
34,353
57,037
132,572
1947 Mfg.
Employment
4,120
1,670
12,408
39,235
33,803
5,432
33,803
51,643
105,591
State
Population (000) Core
1960
1950
Growth
% Growth 1
Manufacturing
Employment
1958
1947
Growth
% Growth 2
1769
1521
248
5.3
L32
L06
26
5.6
372,676
373,628
-952
-0.3
34,353
33,803
550
1.6
* County in Washington
SMSA
Ou ter
299,084
232,292
65,792
821,897
704,829
117,068
Inner
Ring
150,137
97,909
52,228
53. 72
5,530
98
1.8
28.2
17,154
12,408
4,767
38.2
16.6
57,037
51,643
5,394
10.4
104
Omaha, Nebraska
County
Sarpy
Pottawit-
tamie
Outer Ring
Douglas
- Omaha
Inner Ring
Omaha
SMSA
1960
Area
236
964
1200
333
21
282
1960 1950
Population Population
31,281
83,102
114,383
343,490
301.598
41,892
51 301,598
1533
State of
Nebraska 76,612
457,873
1,411,330
15,693
69,682
85,375
281,020
251.117
29,903
251,117
366,395
1,325,510
1958 Mfg.
Employment
1947 Mfg.
Employment
518
2,465
29,951
27,254
2,697
27,254
32,416
57,709
68
1,571
1,639
25,919
25,399
520
25,254
27,558
47,031
State
Population (000) Core
1960
1950
Growth
% Growth
Manufacturing
Employment
1958
1947
Growth
% Growth 2
1411
1325
301,598
251,117
86 50,481
6.5
58
41
11
2.7
20.1
27,254
25,399
1,855
7.3
* County in Iowa
Inner
Ring
Outer
Ring
114,383
85,375
29,008
47.2
2,465
1,639
826
50.3
41,892
299203
11,989
40.1
2,697
520
2,177
399.0
SMSA
457,873
3669,395
91,478
25.0
32,416
27,558
4,858
17.7
105
Knoxville, Tennessee
County
Anderson
Blount
Outer Cty.
Knox
Inner Cty.
-Knoxville
Inner Ring
SMSA
1960
Area
338
512
917
511
511
486
1428
State of
Tennessee 41,762
State
Population (000)
1960 1950
Population Pooulation
60,032
57,525
117,557
250,523
250,523
111,827
138,696
368,080
3,567,089
Core
59,407
54,691
114,098
223,007
223,007
124,769
98,238
337,105
3,291,718
Ihner
Ring
1958 Mfg.
Employment
6,044
12,152
18,868
18,868
16.986
1,882
31,020
275,790
Outer
1947 Mfg.
Employment
1,079
10,209
11,288
i219,905
19,905
19,273
632
31,193
221,454
SMSA
1960
1950
3567
3292
Growth
% Growth
275
8.4
Manufacturing
Employment
1958
1947
275,790
221,454
Growth 54,336
% Growth 24.6
16,986
19,273
-2,p287
-11.9
1882
1250
197.5
12,152
11,288
864
31,020
31,193
-173
7.7 -0.55
111,827
124,769
-12,942
-10.4
138,696
98,238
40,458
41.1
117,557
114,098
3,459
3.0
368,080
337,105
30,975
9.2
106
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